《The Mysterious CEO》
146 ‘Sleep outside the room for tonight...’
"Why, Xiao Lan?" Madam Si curiously asked.
Didn't Lu Lan want, that father of her child would come and celebrate with her?...
"He left, even when he already knew that we will surely get the good news. Now he
deserves punishment. Now, he doesn't deserve to hear this news. I want you to not to
tell him anything about it."
"Good, that's like a Lady Head of my family." Elder Si excited support Lu Lan seeing
that there was someone who could control that rascal.
Then, Elder Si pointed towards Mu Che and warned him "Did you hear, what your
Madam has said? We will keep our mouth shut. If I would hear that any report went to
your president, then you better prepare to pack up your things to kick out of here."
Elder Si knew that Mu Che reported everything to Si Li.
Hearing Elder Si's warning, Mu Che wanted to cry. He didn't know what to do now,
whether to shut his mouth or not.
If he wouldn't shut his mouth and report his president, then Elder Si would kick him
out of his job or if he would shut his mouth, then Si Li would kick him and end his life
without showing any mercy…
Why God was so unfair towards him?...

"Did you hear me or not?" Elder Si asked in a high voice by putting extra weight in his
voice, so that Mu Che wouldn't dare to underestimate his words.
"Yes...Yes… Chairman, I will do as you said." Mu Che immediately replied. As right
now, Si Li was not there and so he wouldn't get anything by taking Si Li's side. It was
better to betray Si Li right now.
"Big Madam, dinner is ready." At that time, the housekeeper came to call out for
dinner.

"Okay, let's go and have dinner."
Everyone went towards the dining hall and started having dinner.
Soon, after Si Yan also came.
However, Si Li was still nowhere to see. Even he had switched off the phone and
because of which Lu Lan became most upset, although she didn't show on her face.
Wouldn't have it been better, if he had been here?...
However, the truth was, he was not here…
"Brother-in-Law, how is Yan jiejie?" Lu Lan casually asked.
After the incident which Shu Han-You created in the hospital, Wang Yan didn't come
to meet her. Even Wang Wei and Zhang Feng had come to meet her in between, but
Wang Yan didn't…
Even, Lu Lan called her, but Wang Yan didn't pick up and didn't even call back…
When Si Yan heard the name of Wang Yan, his facial expression became stiff.
What could he tell about Wang Yan?....
That she was acting weirdly recently and moreover, she had beaten up a second female
actress.
What more, she didn't give an explanation that why she did that…
However, he couldn't tell things to Lu Lan because she was already upset because of
Si Li and he didn't want to make her more upset by telling about Wang Yan's
weirdness.
So, Si Yan gave a monotonous answer "She is fine, just busy in shooting."
After dinner, Elder Si and Madam Si had decided to stay here. Si Yan had shooting
tomorrow morning, so he left.
Elder Si and Little Champ were playing chess and Lu Lan and Madam Si were doing
the chatting.
...

"You...little rascal...you have won this game by cheating…" Elder Si harrumphed
when he saw that he had lost the game twice the time.
"How Great-Grandfather?" Little Champ annoyingly asked.
"That, this step…"
"See, you don't have the answer. I am the winner of this game. So, I win the bet as well
and we will go and play football." Little Champ didn't allow Elder Si to say anything
and declared that he was the winner.
Even though, he had done cheating by taking two steps in one go, when Elder Si was
telling to the maid how much sugar he wanted in the tea.
Of course, he had to win this game, otherwise, he would have lost this game.
Moreover, he would have to accompany Elder Si with Elder Si' friends as well to go
for fishing because of the bet between great-grandfather and great-grandson.
Elder Si taught him, how to play chess. Initially, Little Champ lost every time as they
played. As per the bet, Little Champ every time accompanied Elder Si.
However, Little Champ was pissed out, but he couldn't make Elder Si upset by telling
this.
So to win the match again Elder Si, Little Champ locked himself in his room and
learnt how to play.
Still afterwards, Little Champ lost…
Then, Si Li told him that he was losing, not because he was weak in the game, but
because Elder Si was doing cheating.
So, today Little Champ had won the game by not once but twice the time. By using the
same trick which Elder Si used to do in the past.
Lu Lan was smiling hearing little Champ's sweet voice. She was very happy that he
had started speaking again and was becoming like a normal child.
Afterwards, everyone went to sleep.
Si Li hadn't come yet…
Now, Lu Lan was so furious, it was their special day and he went to do an important
work…

Always work and work and work…
To teach him a lesson, Lu Lan locked the room from inside and even threw his clothes
outside the room. As it was a clear hint that 'Sleep outside the room for tonight'.

